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visitors to protest what they perceived to be undesirable policies and activities anywhere in the world.
Slobodian has organized his monograph topically within a chronological framework in which he clearly distinguishes between causes and effects in a rapidly unfolding series of interrelated domestic conflicts and international crises. Throughout Foreign Front, Slobodian shows how the ever closer collaboration between German and foreign students developed much more out of personal friendships and mutual academic and political concerns than in response to a priori ideological convictions or to any individual psychological problems. He also demonstrates that this radical political engagement of West German students both predated and expanded independently of comparable activity by American students up to1965 when students in the U.S. and Europe began publicly to protest President Johnson's escalation of President Kennedy's heretofore largely clandestine military intervention in Vietnam. In fact German student activists, and even such mainstream periodicals as Der Spiegel, had already more promptly than most Americans begun to criticize the increasingly militant foreign policy initiated by JFK and intensified by LBJ.
Slobodian reveals how West German and foreign students often critically and comprehensively investigated the causes to which they committed themselves and also how they tried to design every demonstration to achieve the widest possible publicity.
Nonetheless, out of this activity arose differences of opinion concerning both the desirability of specific policies and the best means of implementing them. Internal 
